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Abstract. In this paper a new, general and exact schema theory for genetic programming is presented. The theory includes a microscopic schema theorem applicable to crossover operators which replace a subtree in one parent with a subtree from the other parent to produce the offspring. A more macroscopic schema
theorem is also provided which is valid for crossover operators in which the probability of selecting any two crossover points in the parents depends only on their
size and shape. The theory is based on the notions of Cartesian node reference
systems and variable-arity hyperschemata both introduced here for the first time.
In the paper we provide examples which show how the theory can be specialised
to specific crossover operators and how it can be used to derive an exact definition
of effective fitness and a size-evolution equation for GP.

1 Introduction
Schema theories often provide information about a property of a subset of the population (a schema) at the next generation in terms of macroscopic quantities, like schema
fitnesses, population fitness, or number of individuals in a schema, measured at the current generation. Some schema theories express the same macroscopic property using
only microscopic quantities, such as the fitnesses of all the individuals in the population, or a mixture of microscopic and macroscopic quantities. We will refer to these as
microscopic schema theories to differentiate them from the purely macroscopic ones.
This distinction is important because the latter are simpler and easier to analyse than
the former.
The theory of schemata in genetic programming has had a difficult childhood. After some excellent early efforts leading to different worst-case-scenario schema theorems [6, 1, 11, 24, 17, 21], only very recently exact schema theories have become
available [14, 12] which give exact formulations (rather than lower bounds) for the expected number of instances of a schema at the next generation. These exact theories are
applicable to GP with one-point crossover [16, 17, 18]. No exact macroscopic schema
theory for standard crossover (or any other GP crossover) has ever been proposed.
This paper fills this theoretical gap and presents a new exact general schema theory for genetic programming which is applicable to standard crossover as well as many
other crossover operators. The theory includes two main results describing the propagation of GP schemata: a microscopic schema theorem and a macroscopic one. The microscopic version is applicable to crossover operators which replace a subtree in one parent
with a subtree from the other parent to produce the offspring. So, the theorem covers

standard GP crossover [6] with and without uniform selection of the crossover points,
one-point crossover [17, 18], size-fair crossover [7], strongly-typed GP crossover [9],
context-preserving crossover [3] and many others. The macroscopic version is valid
for a large class of crossover operators in which the probability of selecting any two
crossover points in the parents depends only on their size and shape. So, for example, it holds for all the above-mentioned crossover operators except strongly typed GP
crossover.
The paper is organised as follows. Firstly, we provide a review of earlier relevant
work on schemata in Sec. 2. Then, in Sec. 3, we introduce the notion of node reference
systems and we use it in Sec. 4 to define the concept of functions over them. Then, in
Sec. 5 we show how these ideas can be used to build probabilistic models of different
crossover operators. We use these to derive a general microscopic schema theorem for
GP with subtree-swapping crossover in Sec. 6. We transform this into a macroscopic
schema theorem in Sec. 7. In Sec. 8 we give an example that shows how the theory can
be specialised to obtain schema theorems for specific types of crossover operators, and
we illustrate how it can be used to obtain other general results, such as a size-evolution
equation and an exact definition of effective fitness for GP. Some conclusions are drawn
in Sec. 9.

2 Background
Schemata are sets of points of the search space sharing some syntactic feature. For
example, in the context of GAs operating on binary strings, syntactically a schema is
a string of symbols from the alphabet 0,1,*  , where the character * is interpreted as
a “don’t care” symbol. Typically schema theorems are descriptions of how the number
of members of the population belonging to a schema vary over time. If we denote with
 the probability that a newly created individual samples the schema  , which
we term the total transmission probability of  , an exact schema theorem is simply [19]
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Obtaining theoretical results for GP using the idea of schema is much less straightforward than for GAs. A few alternative definitions of schema have been proposed in
the literature [6, 1, 11, 24, 17, 21], but for brevity here we will describe only the definition introduced in [17, 18]. This is used in the rest of this paper. We will refer to this
kind of schemata as fixed-size-and-shape schemata.
Syntactically a GP fixed-size-and-shape schema is a tree composed of functions
from the set ' (   and terminals from the set )*(   , where ' and ) are the
function and terminal sets used in a GP run. The primitive  is a “don’t care” symbol which stands for a single terminal or function. A schema  represents programs
having the same shape as  and the same labels for the non-  nodes. For example,
if ' = +, *  and ) = x, y  the schema (+ x (= y =)) represents the four programs
(+ x (+ y x)),
(+ x (+ y y)),
(+ x (* y x))
and
(+ x (* y y)).

In [17, 18] a worst-case-scenario schema theorem was derived for GP with point
mutation and one-point crossover. One-point crossover works by selecting a common
crossover point in the parent programs and then swapping the corresponding subtrees,
like standard crossover. To account for the possible structural diversity of the two parents, one-point crossover analyses the two trees from the root nodes and considers for
the selection of the crossover point only the parts of the two trees, called the common
region, which have the same topology.1 As discussed in [15], the theorem in [17, 18] is a
generalisation of Holland’s schema theorem to variable size structures. This result was
improved in [14, 12] where an exact schema theory for GP with one-point crossover
was derived which was based on the notion of hyperschema. A GP hyperschema is a
rooted tree composed of internal nodes from ' (   and leaves from )+( ,-  .
Again, = is a “don’t care” symbols which stands for exactly one node, while # stands
for any valid subtree. For example, the hyperschema (* # (= x =)) represents all
the programs with the following characteristics: a) the root node is a product, b) the first
argument of the root node is any valid subtree, c) the second argument of the root node
is any function of arity two, d) the first argument of this function is the variable x, e)
the second argument of the function is any valid node in the terminal set. One of the
results obtained in [12] is the following macroscopic model
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the crossover points in such a common region; YaV0 is the hyperschema obtained
by replacing all the nodes on the path between crossover point V and the root node
with = nodes, and all the subtrees connected to those nodes with # nodes; SUV& is
the hyperschema obtained by replacing the subtree below crossover point V with a #
node.3 The steps involved in the construction of YZ V0 and Sb V0 for the schema
c (* = (+ x =)) are illustrated in Fig. 1. If a crossover point V is in the common
region between two programs but it is outside the schema  , then YaV& and SbV0
are empty sets. The hyperschemata YZ V0 and Sbd V0 are important because, if one
crosses over at point V any individual in YZd V0 with any individual in SUV& , the
resulting offspring is always an instance of  .
As discussed in [15], it is possible to show that, in the absence of mutation, Eq. 2
generalises and refines not only the GP schema theorem in [17, 18] but also Holland’s [5] and more modern GA schema theory [22, 23].
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The common region is defined formally in Sec. 4, Eq. 3.
In fitness proportionate selection egf9hUij0klnm3f9hbiTj&k&ogf9hUij0k&p>fqcsro ftj0k&k , where m3f9hbiTj&k is the
number of strings matching the schema h at generation j , ogf9hbiTj0k is their mean fitness, and
gro ftj0k is the mean fitness of the strings in the population.
Eq. 2 is in a slightly different form than the result in [12]. However, the two results are equivalent since uvfwx>iwzyXk<l{uvfwzyiwxk and |U}\fwx>i wzytk:l~|}\fwzyi wxk .
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Fig. 1. Example of schema and some of its potential hyperschema building blocks. The crossover
points in h are numbered as shown in the top left.

3 Node Reference Systems
Given a syntax tree like, for example, the one in Fig. 2 which represents the S-expression
(A (B C D) (E F (G H))), there can be different methods to indicate unambiguously the position of one particular node in the tree. One method is to use the path
from the root node [3]. The path can be specified indicating which branch to select to
find the target node for every node encountered starting from the root of the tree. This
reference system presents the disadvantage of not corresponding to our typical notion
of a Cartesian reference system, because the number of coordinates necessary to locate
a node grows with the depth of the node in the tree.
A better alternative from this point of view is to organise the nodes in the tree into
layers of increasing depth (see Fig. 3), to align them to the left and and then to assign
an index to each node in a layer. The layer number  and the index V can then be used
to define a Cartesian coordinate system. So, for example, node G in Fig. 2 would be at
coordinates (2,3). This reference system presents the problem that it is not possible to
infer the structure of a tree from the coordinates of its nodes.
A coordinate system similar to this one but without this problem can be defined by
assuming that the trees to represent have nodes with arities not bigger than a predefined
maximum value  . Then one could define a node-reference system like the previous
one for the largest possible tree that can be created with nodes of arity   . This
maximal tree] would include 1 node of arity   at depth 0,   nodes of arity  
at depth 1,   nodes of arity  at depth 2, etc.. Finally one could use the maximal
system also to locate the nodes of non-maximal trees. This is possible because a nonmaximal tree can always be described using a subset of the nodes and links in the
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Fig. 3. A Cartesian node reference system.

Fig. 2. A sample syntax tree.
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Fig. 4. Tree-independent Cartesian node reference system. The syntax tree for the program (A
(B C D) (E F (G H))) is drawn with solid lines. Nodes and links of the maximal tree are
drawn with dashed lines.

maximal tree. This is illustrated in Fig. 4 assuming    . So, for example, node
G in Fig. 2 would have coordinates (2,4) while node H would have coordinates (3,12).
In this reference system it is always possible to find the route to the root node from any
given valid pair of coordinates. Also, if one chooses  4 to be the maximum arity of
the functions in the function set, it is possible to use this reference system to represent
the structure of any program in any population. Because of these properties, we will use
this reference system in the rest of this paper.
As clarified in the following section, it is sometimes necessary to be able to express
the location of nodes in different trees at the same time. In this case we can extend the
node-reference systems just introduced by concatenating the coordinates of the nodes in
each reference system into a single multi-dimensional coordinate vector. For example,
we can indicate two nodes,   [ V [ in one tree and   ]>V] in another tree, at the same
time using the point   [  V [   ]  V ] in a four-dimensional coordinate system.
Finally, it should be noted that in the Cartesian reference system in Fig. 4 it is
possible to transform pairs of coordinates into integers by counting the nodes in the
reference system in breadth-first order. Conversely, it is also possible to map integers

into node coordinates unambiguously. We will use this property to simplify the notation
in some of the following sections.

4 Functions over Node Reference Systems
Given a node reference system it is possible to define functions over it. An example
of such functions is a function which represents a particular computer program. If one
considers the program  one could define it as the function     V0 which returns the
node in  stored at position   V0 if    V0 is a valid pair of coordinates. If    V0 is
not in  then a conventional default value,  , is returned to represent the absence of a
node. For example, for the program  =(A (B C D) (E F (G H))) represented
in Fig. 4, this function would return the following values:  , ,   H, ,
  H87 ,  0HH  ,  T_ ,  8 ,  _  ,   ,
T ¡¢¤£ ,  T_¥¢  , etc.. So, programs can be seen as functions over the space
¦ ]
we will refer to    T§ as the name function for  and we will denote it with
¨  . Below
 V  .
Other examples of node functions include:
– The size function ©    V  which represents the number of nodes present in the
subtree rooted at coordinates    V0 in tree  , with the convention that ©    V  J
if    V0 indicates an inexistent node. The size function can be defined using the
name function (see [13]).
– The arity function ª    V  which returns the arity of the node at coordinates
   V0 in  . For example, for the tree in Fig. 4, ª «  3¬ , ª 0H_  3¬ ,
ª T8  J and ª T ¡5  J .
– The type function ®   V_  which returns the data type of the node at coordinates
   V0 in  .
– The function-node function ¯    V  which returns 1 if the node at coordinates
   V0 is in  and it is a function, 0 otherwise. The number of internal nodes in  is
therefore given by °²±:° E ¯    V  .

Similarly, it is possible to define functions on multi-dimensional node-coordinate
systems. Useful functions of this kind include:
– The position match function

³´   [ V [   ] V ]   [   ] Jµ
– The type match function





if
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otherwise.
– The common region membership function:

 [8J ®   ]H V&]>  ] ,

¹  [  V [  ]  V ]  [  ] .
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where ¿ Á is the integer-part function. The notion of common region membership
function allows us to formalise the notion of common region:

`   [   ]J

   V0.Ä ¹    V_   V  7[   ]!J* Å

(3)

5 Modelling Subtree-swapping Crossovers
Most genetic operators used in GP require the selection of a node where to perform a
transformation (e.g. the insertion of a random subtree, or of a subtree taken from another
parent) which leads to the creation of an offspring. In most cases the selection of the
node is performed with a stochastic process of some sort. It is possible to model this
process by assuming that a probability distribution is defined over the nodes of each
individual. If we use the node-reference system introduced in the previous section, this
can be expressed as the function:

2:   VÄ  J ³.Æ

A node at depth Ç and column È is selected in program É5



(4)

where we assume that 2:  VÄ  is zero for all the coordinates    V0 which represent
inexistent nodes in  .4 For example, if we consider
the tree in Fig. 4 and we select nodes
[
with uniform probability, then 2:  VÄ  J Ê if    V0 is a node, 2:  VÄ  J otherwise.
If instead we select functions with a probability 0.9 and any node with a probability 0.1,
like in standard GP crossover [6], then 2P«5Ä  Ë~2: HgÄ  Jn2P08Ä  Ë{2:T¡gÄ  
 Å >ÌH¥ , 2:TgÄ  a²2P8Ä  Z²2:TgÄ  a²2P«85Ä  Z  Å «H¥ , and 2P   VÄ  v 
for all other coordinate pairs.
There are many possible uses for 2:  VÄ  and other probability distributions over
node reference systems (see [13]). However, here we will concentrate on their use in
modelling crossover operators.
In general in order to model crossover operators we ¦Pneed
Í to use the following conditional probability distribution function over the space :

2:  [  V [   ]  V ] Ä  [   ] J ³JÆ ¸ A node at depth ÇÎ and column È&Î is selected in parent É5Î and 
Ð
a node at depth ÇHÏ and column ÈTÏ is selected in parent ÉÏ
¨
¨
2:  [  V [   ]  V ] Ä  [   ] J if   [ V [   [   or   ]  V ]   ] J
with the convention
¨



V

 , where   is the name function defined in Sec. 4. If the selection of the
crossover points is performed independently in the two parents, then

2:  [  V [   ]  V ] Ä  [   ] J{2:  [  V [ Ä  [ $ 2:  ] V ] Ä  ] 

where 2:   VÄ  is defined in Eq. 4. We will call separable crossover operators for which
this relation is true.
Standard crossover is a separable operator. Indeed, assuming uniform selection of
the crossover points,

¨
¨
25ÑÒÓ8ÔsÕ!Ö ×  [> V [  ] V&]HÄ  >[   ]!JØ    [ V [7  8[ ¨ a¶   [ Ø¨   ]  ]HV&]  ]!v¶   (5)


4
For this probability distribution we use the notation esfXÇiÈ Ù Ék rather than esfXÇiTÈ0i&Ék to emphasise the fact that esfXÇiTÈ Ù Ék can be seen as the conditional probability of selecting node fXÇi&Èk if
(or given that) the program being considered is É . In the rest of the paper, we will do the same
for other probabilities distributions.

¨

where   J © «  is the number of nodes in  .
For standard crossover with a 90%-function/10%-any-node selection policy, it is
easy to show that
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  Å gØ
{
¨  ]
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(6)

where ¯   V  is the function-node function defined in Sec. 4.
In some crossover operators the selection of the crossover points in the two parents
is not performed independently. For example in one-point crossover, the first and second
crossover points must have the same coordinates. In this case, if we assume to use a
uniform probability of node selection, then

? @   >[   ]! if   [> V [8J*  ] V&]8 and
ÀA
2 [0âÒ   [  V [   ]  V ] Ä  [   ] J¤µ
  [> V [zã `   [>  ]! ,
(7)

otherwise,
?A@   [>  ]! is the number of nodes in the common region `   [  ]! between
where
]
program  [ and program
can also be expressed using the common region
¹  [  V [ .  This
 ] V ]   [   ] defined in Sec. 4 (see [13]):
membership function 
¹
 V [7  ]H V&]>  [  ]!
2 [0âÒ   [ V [   ]  V ] Ä  [   ] .   [>?A
@   [7  ]
Å

Similarly, it is possible to model strongly typed GP crossover [9] and contextpreserving crossover [3] using the functions defined in Sec. 4 obtaining:
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Most other subtree-swapping crossover operators can be modelled using probability
distribution functions over node reference systems (see [13] for other examples).
Thanks to these probabilistic models of crossover, it is possible to develop a general
schema theory for GP as described in the following sections.

6 Microscopic Exact GP Schema Theorem for Subtree-swapping
Crossovers
For simplicity in this and the following sections we will use a single index to identify
nodes unless otherwise stated. We can do this because, as indicated in Sec. 3, there is a
one-to-one mapping between pairs of coordinates and natural numbers.

In order to obtain a schema theory valid for subtree-swapping crossovers, we need
to extend the notion of hyperschema summarised in Sec. 2. We will call this new form
of hyperschema a Variable Arity Hyperschema or VA hyperschema for brevity.
Definition 1. A Variable Arity hyperschema is a rooted tree composed of internal nodes
from the set 'Â( ,-  and leaves from )Ã( ,-  , where ' and ) are the function
and terminal sets. The operator = is a “don’t care” symbols which stands for exactly
one node, the terminal # stands for any valid subtree, while the function # stands for
exactly one function of arity not smaller than the number of subtrees connected to it.
For example, the VA hyperschema (# x (+ = #)) represents all the programs with
the following characteristics: a) the root node is any function in the function set with
arity 2 or higher, b) the first argument of the root node is the variable x, c) the second
argument of the root node is +, d) the first argument of the + is any terminal, e) the second argument of the + is any valid subtree. If the root node is matched by a function of
arity greater than 2, the third, fourth, etc. arguments of such a function are left unspecified, i.e. they can be any valid subtree. VA hyperschemata generalise most previous
definitions of schema in GP (see [13]).
Thanks to VA hyperschemata and to the notion of probability distributions over
node reference systems, it is possible to obtain the following general result:
Theorem 1. The total transmission probability for a fixed-size-and-shape GP schema
 under a subtree-swapping crossover operator and no mutation is

d *0132 476 92:d 
(8)
25476<;Rë ;Lë 2P  [  X2:  ]  <; ;>í2P9VT§sÄ  [   ] Ø   [ ãdSUV& Ø   ] ãYZ V§
EFHì
æ ç
where: 2 46 is the crossover probability; 2: is the selection probability of the schema
 ; the first two summations are over all the individuals in the population; 2P  [7 and
2:  ]  are the selection probabilities of parents  [ and  ] , respectively; the third summation is over all the crossover points (nodes) in the schema  ; the fourth summation
is over all the crossover points in the node reference system; 2P9VT§sÄ  [  ] is the probability of selecting crossover point V in parent  [ and crossover point § in parent  ] ;
Ø 9îg is a function which returns 1 if§ î is true, 0 otherwise; YZ VT§ is the hyperschema
obtained by rooting at coordinate in an empty reference system the subschema of 
below crossover point V , then by labelling all the nodes on the path between node §
and the root node with # function nodes, and labelling the arguments of those nodes
which are to the left of such a path with # terminal nodes; Sb V0 is the hyperschema
obtained by replacing the subtree below crossover point V with a # node.

The hyperschema YZ V§ represents the set of all programs whose subtree rooted
at crossover point § matches the subtree of  rooted in node V . The idea behind its definition is that, if one crosses over at point § any individual matching YZd VT§ and at
point V any individual matching Sb V0 , the resulting offspring is always an instance of
 . Before we proceed with the proof of the theorem, let us try to understand with examples how YZd VT§ is built (refer to Sec. 2 and Fig. 1 to see how Sb V0 is built). In the
examples, we will use 2–D coordinates to designate the nodes V and § . Let us consider
the schema ï (* = (+ x =)). As indicated in Fig. 5(a), Ya0! H87 is
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Fig. 5. Phases in the constructions of the VA hyperschema building block ð.f9hbifXÇ Î i&È Î kifXÇHÏ8i&ÈÏk&k
of the schema hl (* = (+ x =)) within a node coordinate system with ñHòPóôalÂõ for: (a)
fXÇÎ_i&È&Îklföi&÷7k and fXÇ Ï i&È Ï k<lÂföiök and (b) fXÇÎiÈ0Îk<lÂföiök and fXÇ Ï i&È Ï klfõi õk .

obtained through the following steps: a) we root the subschema below crossover point
0H_ , i.e. the symbol =, at coordinates  H87 in an empty reference system, b) we label
the node at coordinates _ with a # function node (in this case this is the only node
on the path between node 08 and the root), and c) we label node (1,0) with a # terminal (this is because the node is to the left of the path between 08 and the root, and
it is an argument of one of the nodes replaced with #). Another example is provided in
Fig. 5(b), where YZ! H!_H is obtained through the following steps. Firstly, we
root the subschema below crossover point 087 , i.e. the tree (+ x =), at coordinates
H in an empty reference system. Note that this is not just a rigid translation: while
the + is translated to position _ , its arguments need to be translated more, i.e. to
positions « ¡ and «_¥ , because of the nature of the reference system used. Then,
we label the nodes at coordinates « and 0H! with # functions (these two nodes
are on the path between node H and the root). Finally, we label node (1,0) with a #
terminal (this node is the only argument of one of the nodes replaced with # to be to the
left of the path between H and the root node).
Once the concept of YZ V§ is available, the theorem can easily be proven.
Proof. Let 2P  [7  ]>VT§ be the probability that, at generation , the selection/crossover
process will choose parents  [ and  ] and crossover points V and § . Then, let us consider

the function

ø

  [   ]>V_§AJ Ø   [vãSUV& Ø   ]^ãùYZ V§ Å
Given two parent programs,  [ and  ] , and a schema of interest  , this function returns
the value 1 if crossing over  [ at position V and  ] at position § yields an offspring in
 . It returns 0 otherwise. This function can be considered as a measurement function
(see [2]) that we want to apply to the probability distribution
of parents and crossover
ø
points at time , 2P  [7  ]H VT§ ø . If  [ ,  ] , V and § are stochastic variables with joint
probability distribution 2:  [>  ]> V§H , the function   [7  ]H VT§ can be used to
  [   ø ]  VT§_A . The expected value of ú is:
define a stochastic variable ú 
 ú sû;Rë ;Rë ; ;>í   [   ] VT§A92:  [   ]  V§H Å
(9)
æ ç E
Since ú is a binary stochastic variable, its expected value also represent the proportion
of times it takes the value 1. This corresponds to the proportion of times the offspring
of  [ and  ] are in  .
We can write

:2   [  ]>V_§ J{2:9V§gÄ  [  ]!92:  [> X2P  ]> 
(10)
where 2:V_§sÄ  [7  ] is the conditional probability that crossover points V and § will be
selected when the parents are  [ and  ] , while 2P  [  and 2P  ]  are the selection
probabilities for the parents. Substituting Eq. 10 into Eq. 9 and noting that if crossover
point V is outside the schema  , then YZ VT§ø and SbV0 are empty sets, lead to
 ú g ; ë ; ë 2:  [7 X2P  ]> ; ; í   [  ]> V§H_AX2P9VT§sÄ  [7  ]! Å
(11)
E9FHì
æ ç

The contribution to  due to selection followed by crossover is ú  . By multi5
2
7
4
6
(the probability of doing selection followed by crossover) and adding
plying this by
the term 0z1"2g468X2: due to selection followed by cloning one obtains the r.h.s. of
Eq. 8.
ü
7 Macroscopic Exact GP Schema Theorem
In order to transform Eq. 8 into an exact macroscopic description of schema propagation we will need to make one additional assumption on the nature of the subtreeswapping crossovers used: that the choice of the crossover points in any two parents,
 [ and  ] , depends only on their shapes, BU  [8 and BU  ] , not on the actual labels of
their nodes, i.e. that 2:V_§sÄ  [   ] J~2P9VT§sÄ BU  [ _BU  ]  . We will term such operators
node-invariant crossovers.
Theorem 2. The total transmission probability for a fixed-size-and-shape GP schema
 under a node-invariant subtree-swapping crossover operator and no mutation is

d ./0132 74 6 X2P 
(12)
=
=
25476 ; = ; ; í2P9VT§sÄ B B C X2:Sbd V0W3B  92:YaVT§<W"B C  
N C E9FHì

$!$8$

where the schemata B\[ , B^] ,
are all the possible fixed-size-and-shape schemata of
order 0 (program shapes) and the other symbols have the same meaning as in Theorem 1.

$8$8$

= sets of programs. Their union repre=
Proof. The schemata B [ , B ] ,
represent
disjoint


ã
B
+ . Likewise, ° C Ø   ] ãùB C .* .
[
sents the whole search space. So, °
Ø 
If we append the l.h.s. of these equations at the end of the triple summation in Eq. 8 and
reorder the terms, we obtain:
;=

;ë ë 2P  [7 X2:  ] ; ; í 2P9VT§sÄ  [  ]! á
NC æ N ç
E9FHì =
Ø  [vãSUV& Ø   [vãùB Ø   ]DãYZd VT§ Ø   ]Dã3BDCT
²; = ë ; ë
2P  [7 X2:  ]H á
N C æ FHK:M!N ç FHKPO
; ; í 2:9V§gÄ  [7  ]! Ø   [vãdSbV0 Ø   ]¢ã3YaV_§ Å
E9FHì
For node-invariant crossover operators 2P9VT§sÄ  [  ]!ùý2:VT§sÄ BU  [8_BU  ] , which

substituted into the previous equation gives:

;þ= ë ; ë
2:  [7 X2P  ]> á
N C æ FHK:MN ç FHK:O
; ; í 2:VT§sÄ BU  [8_BU  ] Ø   [vãASb V0 Ø   ]DãYZd VT§
EFHì
 ;= ë ; ë
2:  [  X2P  ]  á
N C æ FHKPM!N ç FHK:O =
; ; í2:VT§sÄ B B C Ø   [ ãdSUV& Ø   ] ãYZ V§
EFHì
=
ß;ÿ= ; ;>í2:V_§sÄ B _BDCû;ë
2:  [7 Ø   [vãdSb V0 á
N C E9FHì
Fæ HKPM
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which completes the proof
= of the theorem.
The sets SUV&.WB

and YZd VT§JWBDC

ü

either are (or can be represented by)
fixed-size-and-shape schemata or are the empty set  . So, the theorem expresses the
total transmission probability of  only using the selection probabilities of a set of
lower- (or same-) order schemata.

8 Applications and Specialisations
In this section we give examples that show how the theory can be specialised to obtain
schema theorems for specific crossover operators, and we illustrate how it can be used

to obtain other general theoretical results, such as an exact definition of effective fitness
and a size-evolution equation for GP.
8.1

Macroscopic Exact Schema Theorem for GP with Standard Crossover

=
Let us apply Theorem 2 to standard crossover. It is easy to show that standard crossover
:
2



V
T

s
§
Ä
B
BDC in
is node invariant (see [13]). So, we can substitute the expression of
Eq. 12 with the expression
=
¨ V__B a¶ =  ¨ L§_B C a¶ 

2:V_§sÄ B _ B C JØ

¨ B Ø¨  BDCT
=

=
¨ 9 VB = a¶ 

 .*  132 476 X2P 2 46 ;ÿ= ; ;í Ø ¨ B
á
N C EFHì
=
¨
Ø  L¨ §_BDBDCTCa¶  2PTSb V0<W3B  X2:YZ VT§W3B C  Å

obtained from Eq. 5. This yields

From this we obtain
Theorem 3. The total transmission probability for a fixed-size-and-shape GP schema
 under standard crossover with uniform selection of crossover points is

 ./0132 476 92:d 
(13)
=

=
25476 ; = ¨ B ¨ BDC ;
;í 2:SbV0W"B  X2PYaV_§W"B C  Å
EFHìKPM FHK:O
NC
If one further specialises this result to the case of linear structures (see [13]), the schema
theorem for linear structures reported in [20] is obtained.
8.2

Size-evolution Equation for GP with Subtree-swapping Crossover

Let us call symmetric any crossover operator for which 2P9VT§sÄ  [   ] 2:L§VÄ  ]   [ .
Then, by using the microscopic schema theorem in Eq. 8 it is possible to prove (see [13])
the following

#

¾7 ,
Theorem 4. The expected mean size of the programs at generation <¾ ,
in a GP system with a symmetric subtree-swapping crossover operator in the absence
of mutation can equivalently be expressed in microscopic form as
  7së ;
where 

F

¨   X2P   

(14)

denotes the population, or in macroscopic form as

  7s²;

¨ B C 92:B C  Å
C

(15)

The theorem is important because it indicates that for symmetric subtree-swapping
crossover operators the mean program size evolves as if selection only was acting on
the population. This means that if there is a variation in mean size, like for example in
the presence of bloat, that can only be attributed to some form of positive or negative
selective pressure on some or all the shapes BDC .
From this theorem it follows that on a flat landscape

  97s ;

¨ B C 92:B C  J ;

C
  9<
¨
 B C :1¾
(or
° C B C 

¨ B C   B C 

C

for infinite populations), whereby

Corollary 1. On a flat landscape,

  9

9 Å


(16)

For infinite populations, the expectation operator can be removed from the previous
theorem and corollary. In [20] we obtained more specific versions of these results for
one-point crossover and standard crossover acting on linear structures.
8.3

Effective Fitness for GP with Subtree-Swapping Crossovers

Once an exact schema theorem is available, it is easy to extend to GP with subtreeswapping crossovers the notion of effective fitness provided in [22, 23]:


ê Ë . :2 

By using this definition and the value of d
 



d Å

in Eq. 12, we obtain the following

Theorem 5. The effective fitness of a fixed-size-and-shape GP schema 
invariant subtree-swapping crossover operator and no mutation is

ê Pd .
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under a node-
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This result gives the true effective fitness for a GP schema under subtree swapping
crossover: it is not an approximation or a lower bound.
It is possible to specialise this definition to standard crossover:
Corollary 2. The effective fitness of a fixed-size-and-shape GP schema 
dard crossover with uniform selection of crossover points is
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In future work we intend to compare this definition with the approximate notions of
effective fitness and operator-adjusted fitness introduced in [10] and [4], respectively.

9 Conclusions
In this paper a new general schema theory for genetic programming is presented. The
theory includes two main results describing the propagation of GP schemata: a microscopic schema theorem and a macroscopic one. The microscopic version is applicable
to crossover operators which replace a subtree in one parent with a subtree from the
other parent to produce the offspring. The macroscopic version is valid for subtreeswapping crossover operators in which the probability of selecting any two crossover
points in the parents depends only on their size and shape. Therefore, these theorems
are very general and can be applied to model most GP systems used in practice.
Like other recent schema theory results [22, 23, 14, 12], our theory gives an exact formulation (rather than a lower bound) for the expected number of instances of
a schema at the next generation. One special case of this theory is the exact schema
theorem for standard crossover: a result that has been awaited for many years.
As shown by some recent explorations reported in [20, 8], exact schema theories
can be used, for example, to study the exact schema evolution in infinite populations
over multiple generations, to make comparisons between different operators and identify their biases, to study the evolution of size, and investigate bloat. Also, as discussed
in [15] for one-point crossover, exact macroscopic theories open the way to future work
on GP convergence, population sizing, and deception, only to mention some possibilities. In the future we hope to use the general schema theory reported in this paper to
obtain new general results in at least some of these exciting directions.
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